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WHAT IS DIIGO?

Diigo is a social bookmarking tool that helps you read, share and organize the web pages you look at. In addition, it allows you to share your bookmarks, as well as browse bookmarks created by others. Diigo has dual purpose - it acts as a bookmarking tool, as well as a social networking tool (Educause 2009).

BENEFITS OF USING DIIGO

Diigo can be used as follows:

1. Take personal notes
2. Highlights text information on web pages
3. Bookmark and save notes for further use
4. Add tags to keep them organized
5. Share information when using tags

(Source: http://www.slideshare.net/poutasi/what-is-diigo)
ADVANTAGES OF USING ANNOTATION TOOLS IN EDUCATION

Educause (2009) describes the following advantages of using annotation tools in education:

1. The activity of adding reflections move students from being passive consumers of information to active readers engaged in scholarly discussions.

2. Collaborative annotation tools offer new ways for students to work collaboratively to find and evaluate information, share ideas, and create knowledge.

3. Collaborative annotation tools facilitate the incremental growth of information as users review others’ thoughts on a resource before adding their own. By providing the ability to designate who is allowed access to collections of resources, these tools reinforce the character of a cohesive group.

4. Because they are web-based, collaborative annotation applications can be made available to a global community, inviting experts in academic disciplines to provide valuable insight on students’ efforts.

5. As students collectively annotate, organize, and add value to existing resources, they learn how to sift, evaluate, and contribute. When instructors use these tools over time, student efforts might constitute an archive or library of remarks so that subsequent classes can benefit from the observations of their predecessors.
Collaborative annotation tools are a social starting place for immersing students in the scholarly practice of research and annotation, while encouraging them to share information and build on the work of others in a dynamic community of thought. With tools like Diigo, students might have the opportunity to collaborate on the interpretation of resources in ways not possible inside a classroom or with printed materials that should not be written in, such as library books. In addition, while scholars have found in the web an unparalleled information resource, using it effectively depends on tools that help organize the data and simplify the process of locating resources when they are needed. These tools empower users, giving them the capability of commentary and reflection rather than restricting it to authors and website creators. Finally, academics across disciplines and institutions value these tools and the accumulated observations of instructors, experts, and peers that they facilitate (Educause 2009).
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GET STARTED WITH DIIGO

STEP 1
Go to http://www.diigo.com/

STEP 2
Creating an Account

1. Click ‘Join Now’ to create a Diigo account.

2. Start creating your account by completing the form.

3. After filling in the required information, click ‘Continue’.
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Installing Diigo Toolbar

STEP 3

1. 3 steps to install Diigo toolbar.
   - First, you need to click ‘Allow’.
   - Diigo will send you an email. You need to click the link given so that you can activate your Diigo account.
   - After verifying, you will be invited to install the Diigo toolbar and learn more about Diigo’s capabilities.
   - Now, you can start installing your Diigo toolbar by clicking this button.
This window will appear and you need to click ‘Install Now’.

Now, your Diigo toolbar is already installed on your computer.
STEP 4

Diigo Toolbar

- Open sidebar
- Store and tag your bookmarks online
- Highlight the web just as you would on paper
- Leave/view comments on a webpage
- Send your findings in various ways

Diigo Sidebar

- My Bookmarks
- This URL
- Friends

- Tags / Lists / Search
- Filter

- Explore friends’ recent activities
- Discover readers and view annotations on this page
- View/search my bookmarks

- Martov Baseball Models Theory
  about 19 hours ago
- Iterative development is not incremental development
  about 19 hours ago
- Web Design Timeline
  about 20 hours ago
- Feature Float: The Product Manager’s Dilemma - HBS
  Working Knowledge
  about 20 hours ago
- Feature Presentation: Financial
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**STEP 5**

**Bookmarking**

1. First, open the web page or URL you want to bookmark.

2. Click the ‘Bookmark’ button to add a bookmark.

3. This window will appear automatically.

4. Insert your tag.

5. Click ‘Save’ to save your bookmark in the Diigo library.
To view your bookmark, go to the ‘Diigo’ toolbar and choose ‘My Library’.

Now, the web you bookmarked will appear in your Diigo Library together with the relevant tags.
STEP 6

Highlighting

Then, click the ‘Highlight’ button toolbar.

First, you need to select the text you want to highlight from the web page.

Now, the texts you have selected are already highlighted.

This button will appear automatically.
Choose ‘View in my library’ to view your selected text in your Diigo library.

Once you have viewed it in your Diigo library, only the highlighted paragraphs will appear.
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STEP 7: Using Sticky Notes

1. First, click the ‘Comment’ button and choose ‘Add a floating sticky note to this page’.

2. Next, place your sticky note anywhere you like on the page.

3. Now, you can write a comment on your sticky note. You also can make your note private or you can share it with the public or your group.
Hiding Sticky Notes

- Sometimes you would prefer to see only your own notes, or specific group annotation but not public sticky notes from all other users.
- With diigo toolbar installed, you can hide them.

To start hiding your sticky note, click ‘Hide public sticky notes’.
This window will appear and you need to choose ‘Do not show me public sticky notes on this page’. Then click ‘OK’.

First, click the ‘Capture’ button and choose either ‘Capture Selected Area’ or ‘Capture Entire Page’.

If you choose ‘Capture Selected Area’, press hold and select the area you want to capture.

Before you save, you can edit the image using these tools. After clicking the ‘save’ icon, the image you capture will automatically appear in your Diigo library.

STEP 9 Capturing Images/Pages
In your Diigo page, you can create your own group. Click ‘My Group’ to open your group page.

Click ‘Create a group’ to start creating your Diigo group.

Fill in the form to create a group. After that, you are allowed to invite your friends to join your group.

Then, click ‘Create my group’.
Once your group have been created, you can invite your friends to join your group either through your Diigo friends or you can invite by inserting your friends’ emails.

Example of a Diigo group.

All members can post bookmarks and topics for discussion.

Click ‘Invite people’ to invite friends to join your group.
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WHAT IS DEL.ICIO.US?

In brief, Delicious (formerly del.icio.us, pronounced "delicious") is a social bookmarking web service for storing, sharing, and discovering web bookmarks (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Delicious_%28website%29). It allows users to tag, save, manage and share web pages from a centralized source. With emphasis on the power of the community, Delicious greatly improves how people discover, remember and share on the Internet (http://www.delicious.com/help/about).

ADVANTAGES OF USING DEL.ICIO.US

Several advantages of using Delicious include:

1. Saving and accessing bookmarks online.
2. Promoting our own sites.
3. Finding bookmarks from other users on your network.
4. Networking with other users who are in your network.
5. Reading your network’s bookmarks, since Del.icio.us provides convenient RSS feeds.
6. Using a “profile” tag, such as users’ bookmarks tagged with “profile” on del.icio.us to feature sites, best posts and articles and important sites linking to you.

(Source: http://onlinesapiens.wordpress.com/2008/07/19/using-delicious-in-education/)

USING DEL.ICIO.US IN EDUCATION

The following are several of usage of Delicious in education suggested by Gabriela (2007):

1. It is useful for its flexibility as students may work on a variety of computers at a variety of setting.
2. It can support lectures as an additional bibliography.
3. It is a mechanism for building learning communities if a tag is identified with the students who can then contribute to this link archive. It could promote group cohesion and belonging although the risk is that students would not contribute equally.
4. It increases network of learning outside the initial group by tagging resources with quality notes and links shared to a wider audience.
5. It provides informal and formative feedback to the teacher as they can see students’ preferences and interests which could then inform their planning.
6. It promotes the students to manage and analyse their resource collection as they would be encouraged to firstly weigh up the value of the resource, and then analyse and create a synopsis of its worth through tagging. The number of times a site is saved would also alert
them to the issues of credibility, value and utility. This would engage the students further in the learning process.
GET STARTED WITH DEL.ICIO.US

STEP 1

Go to: http://www.delicious.com/

STEP 2

Join Now/Sign In

To start using “delicious”, click ‘Join Now’ or ‘Sign In’.

You can join or sign in using your Yahoo account.

If you do not have a Yahoo account, you can sign in using your ‘Facebook’ or ‘Google’ account.
Bookmarks

Copy the URL of the web you like to bookmark.

At your “delicious” page, go to ‘Bookmarks’ and click ‘My Bookmarks’.

Click ‘Save a new bookmark’.

Paste the URL of the web here.

Then click ‘Next’.
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Your tags. This indicates the number of people who have bookmarked this URL.

Your bookmark will look like this.

The ‘Title’ and ‘URL’ will be inserted automatically.

Insert tags and notes (optional).

If you want to make your bookmark private, check ‘Make private’.

Then click ‘Save’.

This indicates the number of people who have bookmarked this URL.
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6
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9
Private & Public View

1. To view your public bookmark, click ‘Public’.

2. You can share your bookmark using ‘twitter’, ‘email’ and ‘delicious’.

3. Now, in your bookmark, you can view your public bookmark.
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STEP 5

Searching Bookmark

1. Insert the keyword of the bookmark you want to search. Then, click ‘Search’.

2. You also can by ‘Filter by Tags’.

3. Or, you can filter your search by clicking any of the tags here.

4. This is an example of a bookmark ‘Filtered by tags’.

5. Bookmark date.

6. Filter by tag.
**Del.icio.us Bookmark Network**

**Use of Network:**
- Alternative way for content delivery.
- See friends’ bookmarks.

**STEP 1**
Go to your del.icio.us

**STEP 2**
You can add other users by clicking on their names here from your bookmark search page.
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3. Then, click ‘Add a user to Network’.

4. Or, insert the username of the user and click ‘Add’ to add in your network.

5. Now, “Kafarlee” is your network. You can see Kafarlee bookmarks and share them.

6. To view your Network, go to ‘People’ and click ‘My Network’.

7. Here you can see the amount of your network. Click on any name to view other peoples’ bookmarks.
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WHAT IS CROCODOC?

Crocodoc is a free online tool for sharing, reviewing and annotating documents such as PDF files, web pages, Microsoft Words docs, and Power Point presentations online. Crocodoc is a good way to collaborate and helps annotate PDF files online. You do not need to install any other applications to share and review your documents. You are only required to upload the document to review it and you can share the edited document with others by sharing the unique URL created by Crocodoc (Anvin 2010). It has user-friendly interface and is very simple to use (Umar 2011).

BENEFITS OF USING CROCODOC

According to Anvin (2011), Crocodoc has the following benefits:

- It is a free web-based application for sharing and reviewing documents online.
- No need to register to start using Crocodoc.
- The features like highlight, add notes, strike-out, etc. make the document uploaded can be annotate collaboratively.
- The documents are stored securely on the Crocodoc servers.
- The Crocodoc website has a very simple interface and you will be able to share and review documents within seconds.
• For a free account, you will be able to upload files that are of 20MB and above. And you also can keep track of all the documents that you have uploaded.
• The edited documents can be saved in PDF format.

INTEGRATING CROCODOC INTO THE CLASSROOM

Crocodoc can be integrated into the classroom as follows:
• Share documents with colleagues.
• Students submit their work to you using Crocodoc.
• Add notes, highlight, and edit the document and “send” the revisions back to the students.
• Students use Crocodoc to collaborate on group projects
• Upload the free e-book in PDF format to Crocodoc and share the URL with students.
• Upload the presentations to Crocodoc to share with students who were absent.
• Absent student can review the presentation, add notes, and type questions that they may have about the learning.

(Source: http://ilearntechnology.com/?tag=crocodoc)
GET STARTED WITH CROCODOC

STEP 1
Go to: http://crocodoc.com/

STEP 2
Sign Up/Create Account

Click ‘Sign Up’ here.
Sign Up

Once you create your account, you will be able to manage all of your folders and documents from one central location.

User name: 
Email: 
Password: 
Confirm password:

Fill in the required information.

Then, click the ‘Create Account’ button.

Welcome to Crocodoc!
Welcome to your new Crocodoc account! This is your "My Documents" page of files you have uploaded. If you ever need help or have any suggestions, please:

Next, you will see this page and you can start managing your files here.
Add Documents & Folders

STEP 3

At your Crocodoc home page, click ‘Add Document’.

Here are the examples of documents added.

To manage your documents in the folder click ‘New Folder’.

Here are the examples of folders added. You can add or move your documents in these folders.
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**STEP 4**

**Sharing Folders**

1. Your new shared folders will be added here. You can move the documents or other folders you want to share here.

2. To start sharing folders, you need to create a new shared folder by clicking this button.

3. Copy and email this link to the person you wish to share.

[Image of a Crocodoc window with instructions on sharing folders]

**This folder is now shared:**

http://crocodoc.com/UtMQy2P

Drag and drop documents into this folder to share them with others.

Change sharing settings
STEP 5

Crocodoc Tools

Your uploaded document will appear like this.
Select an area or text and click the ‘Comment’ tool to start commenting.

Select the text and click the ‘Highlight’ tool to start highlighting.

Select the text and click the ‘Strikeout’ tool. You also can annotate it.

Select the text and click the ‘Highlight’ tool to start highlighting.
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STEP 6: Sharing & Downloading

1. To share the document you have annotated, click the ‘Share’ button. Copy and send the link given. Or you can email it by inserting the email address or you can copy the embed code and embed it in your blog or website.

2. To download the document you have annotated, click the ‘Download’ button. You can choose to download original documents or with markups.
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WHAT IS iCYTE?

iCyte is a research bookmarking tool that is similar to Delicious, a social bookmarking tool. However, with iCyte, it is easier to learn and use when doing research. There is already a team of students already with a common research task that allows them to rapidly share and collaborate information. The most crucial part of iCyte is using appropriate tags in order to get results rapidly and efficiently. By using common, multiple tags will allow students to sort out information more effectively and quickly. You must first register an account with iCyte in order to share a project and to develop that common tagging system.

(Source: http://racquel422.blogspot.com/2010/11/journal-10-teach-your-students-to-share.html)

ADVANTAGES OF iCYTE

- iCyte is a free technology tool that allows student to work in teams or groups to collaborate on a research project even if they are not together.
- With iCyte, each person can work on their own time or at the same time in different places at once.
• By tagging and annotating each site collectively, it will be so much easier to gather and sort out information.
• Users can embed all their research or results into their blogs and wikis to share with others that may be interested in their research topic.

(Source: http://racquel422.blogspot.com/2010/11/journal-10-teach-your-students-to-share.html)
GET STARTED WITH ICYTE

STEP 1
Go to: http://www.icyte.com/

STEP 2
Login/Register

Click at the ‘TRY NOW’ button.
Fill in the required information.

Click at ‘JOIN’ button.
**STEP 3**

**iCyte Bookmarklets**

1. Drag these buttons and drop at your bookmark toolbar.

2. Click this button to cite the page.

3. Click this button to go at your iCye.
Once you have cited any pages, fill in the information.

Then, click the ‘SAVE’ button.

Please wait until the page you have cited finish saving or transfer into your iCyte.
STEP 4  Sharing

1. Click at the ‘View Cytes’ button.

2. This is the page you have cited.

3. Click ‘Share’.
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4. Insert email address of the persons you want to share with.

5. Then, click at the ‘SEND’ button.

6. If you want to share using a social network, go to ‘Social’ tab.

7. Then choose with the users from a social network you prefer.
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WHAT IS SCRIBLE?

Scrible lets you highlight and annotate web pages and easily save, share and collaborate on your web research with others.

(Source: www.scrible.com/)

BENEFITS OF SCRIBLE

The following are some benefits of Scrible:

- Save webpages.
- Richly annotate webpages right in the browser.
- Easily organize, tag and search saved research.
- Access research anywhere since it's saved in the cloud.

(Source: http://www.scrible.com/##desktop)
GET STARTED WITH SCRIBLE

STEP 1

Go to: http://www.scrible.com/#desktop

STEP 2

Login/Register

Click the ‘sign up for free’ account.
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2. Fill in the required information.

3. Then, click the ‘Create Account’ button.

4. Or, you can sign in using your twitter and facebook account.

Once you have registered, click at the ‘Let’s get started!’ button.
You will receive this email from scribble. Then you need to click ‘here’ to verify your scribble account registration.

You will see the ‘Getting Started’ page. Go to this Bookmarlet information.
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To add bookmarklet to your browser, click at ‘Bookmarklet Page’.

Drag this ‘scrible Toolbar’ button onto your bookmark bar.
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STEP 4

Now you have installed scrible bookmarklet at your bookmark bar.

Scrible Toolbar

- Open your scrible library
- Add notes
- Edit text
- Minimize/maximize all notes
- Create link to share with others
- bug/provide feedback to scrible
- Sign in to scrible
- Highlight
- Add text
- Show/hide annotation
- save to your scrible account
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(a) Highlighting

1. Open any webpage you want to bookmark and start annotating.

Then, click at the ‘scrible Toolbar’.

3. To highlight the text, click this button. You can change the color of the highlighter.

4. This is an example of a highlighted text.

(b) Adding notes

1. Click at the ‘scrible Toolbar’.

2. To add notes, click at this button. You can change the color of the notes.

Then, you can type the notes and you can move the notes anywhere you like at this webpage.
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(c) Editing Texts

Click at the ‘scrible Toolbar’.

To edit the text, click this button.

This is an example of an edited text.

(c) Saving the Annotating

Click at the ‘scrible Toolbar’.

Then click at this icon.
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Then, click 'Save' button.

Then click at this icon.

Then click at this icon.

Fill in the required information.

(c) My Library

Click at the 'scribe Toolbar'.
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This is your scribble library. You can view the webpage you have bookmarked.

This is an example a webpage you have bookmarked using scribble.
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WHAT IS WEBNOTES?

WebNotes is a research tool developed for researchers, that allows anyone to highlight and add sticky notes to the web pages and have those notes instantly added to a web-based research file.

(Source: http://lifehacker.com/5272528/webnotes-highlights-sticky+notes-and-organizes-web-research)

BENEFITS OF WEBNOTES

Here are some benefits of WebNotes:

- WebNotes makes it easy to highlight and add notes to web pages from directly within the web browser. Notes are saved automatically and will reappear any time when visit the page.
- Zoom in and out, search for text, and use WebNotes’ highlighting, commenting, and note-taking tools with online PDF viewer.
- Organize notes, bookmarks, and documents into folders, or tag them for easy reference. Search through the notes to find information instantly.
- WebNotes can be accessed from anywhere, either through our browser plug-in, or the WebNotes web site.
• Highlighted web pages and PDFs can be shared with others through email, permalink, or Twitter. Recipients will see the notes without having to download software or register for WebNotes.

• Share notes and clippings with colleagues and research team member by generating beautiful reports with WebNotes. Simply select one or more folders, choose a report template, and use WebNotes rich-text editor to make final changes. Then send the report by email, or export it to a PDF or HTML document.

(Source: http://notanotherhistoryteacher.edublogs.org/2011/09/10/help-students-with-online-research-using-webnotes/)

WAYS OF USING WEBNOTES FOR RESEARCHER

The following are some ways of using WebNotes:

(a) Take Notes Online
Use a virtual highlighter and sticky note tool make notes on web pages or PDFs from online sources such as the PubMed, Factiva or ProQuest. Notes are automatically saved to your online account.

(b) Organize Research
Maintain your thesis research in an organized fashion by compiling your annotated content into nested folders. All annotations are searchable to make sure you never lose another source.
(c) Collaborate with Colleagues and research team

Compile your analysis into emailable reports. Reports may also be used as an outline to help you write. All of your notes and data, complete with source, will be readily available.

(Source: http://www.webnotes.net/Solutions/Academic/)
GET STARTED WITH WEBNOTES

STEP 1
Go to: http://www.webnotes.net/

STEP 2
Signing Up

Click the ‘Sign Up’ button.
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Choose your plan and click ‘Sign Up’

Fill in the required information.

Then, click ‘Create Account’.
Adding Webnotes Toolbar/Bookmarklet

1. At your WebNotes page, go to WebNotes Bookmarklet.

2. Then, drag this ‘Annotate’ link onto your bookmark toolbar.

3. Next, click the ‘Annotate’ button to activate your WebNotes toolbar.
The WebNotes tutorial will appear automatically once you have activated the WebNotes toolbar.

To start using the WebNotes, you need to click this button.

The WebNotes toolbar button will appear here and you can use it to annotate your web page and document.
STEP 4

Highlighting

1. First, open the web page

2. Then, click the ‘Annotate’ button to open the Webnote toolbar.

3. Click ‘Highlighter’ at your Webnote toolbar.
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**Adding Sticky Notes**

1. Open the web page.
2. Click ‘Sticky Note’ at your WebNotes toolbar.
3. Select the text you want to highlight.
4. At the text you had highlighted, you will see this button. You can add comments, change the color of your highlighter or delete the highlighted text.

**STEP 5**
Chapter 6: WebNotes

Sharing the Annotation Page

1. Click the ‘Annotate’ button to open the WebNotes.
2. Click at ‘Share this page’. You can share the annotated page here.
3. You can put the sticky note anywhere you like at the web page.
STEP 7

Annotating PDF

1. Click at ‘My WebNotes’ tab.

2. Next, go to ‘Upload PDF’.

3. Click the ‘Browse…’ button.

4. Then, click at the ‘Upload PDF’ button.
Now, you have successfully uploaded your pdf document. Click at ‘Open with WebNotes’ to start annotating.

To share the document you had annotated, click at ‘Share this page’.

Click ‘Highlighter’ at the WebNotes toolbar to highlight the text in your pdf document.

Click ‘Sticky Note’ at the WebNotes toolbar to add the note.
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WHAT IS SCOOP.IT?

Scoop.it is a content curation platform, where users can curate information about any topic they want. Users will be able to create a topic of their choice (no limits) and start curating information. The site is geared towards providing users a very quick and easy way to “scoop” any information that they feel is relevant to the topic they have chosen.


BENEFITS OF USING SCOOP.IT

There are several benefits of using Scoop.it:

- No ads on either the user or the public end.
- Content is suggested to you but not included automatically. You have complete control over what goes into your topic.
- Posts can be promoted to the top spot and held there. This is useful if you blog on a particular topic and would like your latest blog post to be prominent.
- You can follow others who share the same passions as you.

(Source: http://www.molly-greene.com/how-can-a-writer-use-scoop-it/)
GET STARTED WITH SCOOP.IT

STEP 1
Go to: http://www.scoop.it/

STEP 2
Signing Up

1. Login Scoop.it using your Facebook and Twitter account.

2. Click here to sign up.
If you do not have a Facebook or Twitter account click here to register.

Fill in the required information.

Then, click the ‘Sign Up’ button.
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1. Create your Scoop.it Account

An email has been sent to you to confirm your email address. Please check your mailbox (and your spam folder) as it will be completed in a simple step.

2. Confirm your email

Hi azida,

To confirm your Scoop.it account, please click the link below:

http://www.scoop.it/confirm?rs=rVypdpYYf8X2oNnjk6OlwY9G5H73wAvXgaBOIfD0Uc

You will not be able to access your Scoop.it account until your email has been verified. If you've received this email by mistake, please delete it.

Regards,

The Scoop.it team

Any questions/suggestions?

Click the link given.

Now you have successfully created your scoop.it account. You can begin to create a topic your interest.
STEP 3  Rescooping

Open Scoop.it and choose any topic you would like to rescoop.

Click the ‘Rescoop’ button.
Then, click the 'RESCOOP' button.

Choose the topic you have created.
**STEP 4**

**Scoop.it Bookmarklet**

1. Click here at your account.

2. Choose ‘Bookmarklet’.

3. Now, your bookmarklet has been installed here.

4. Click at this button. Drag and drop it onto your bookmark toolbar.
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**STEP 5**

**Scooping it**

1. Open any website you would like to share/scoop.

2. Click at the ‘Scoop.it’ bookmarklet.
Then, click the 'PUBLISH' button.

This is the page you have scooped look like.
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WHAT IS PINTEREST?

Pinterest lets you organize and share all the beautiful things you find on the web. People use pinboards to plan their weddings, decorate their homes, and organize their favorite recipes. Best of all, you can browse pinboards created by other people. Browsing pinboards is a fun way to discover new things and get inspiration from people who share your interests. Pinterest is connecting people all over the world based on shared tastes and interests.

(Source: http://pinterest.com/about/)

BENEFITS OF USING PINTEREST

There are several benefits of using Pinterest:

- To share photos with family and friends
- To share information – many people use Pinterest to post their recipes and ideas, or showcase their talents through photographs.
- To gather inspiration – individuals from around the world use Pinterest to showcase their best ideas.
- To promote a business – Pinterest can be a great way to share your products with the world. Post your product pictures, or use Pinterest...
to showcase the talents that you have to offer. Even better, use it to create a visual brand personality for your business.

(Source: http://www.mymagneticblog.com/what-is-pinterest/)
GET STARTED WITH PINTEREST

STEP 1
Go to: http://pinterest.com/

STEP 2
Joining Pinterest

Click at the ‘Join Pinterest >>’ button.
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Step 1 of 2:
Click a few things you like:

Choose the images and things you like.

The five images you have selected will be inserted here.

Then, click the ‘Continue’ button.
You can create a Pinterest account using ‘Facebook’ or ‘Twitter’.

Or, you can sign up with your email address.

Fill in the required information.

Then, click ‘Create Account’.
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STEP 3

1. Open your Pinterest, and then, go to ‘About’.

2. Choose ‘Pin It Button’.

9. Check your email inbox and click the ‘Verify Email’ button to verify your email address.
Drag this ‘Pin It’ button onto your bookmark bar.

Now, your ‘Pin It’ button has been added at your bookmark toolbar.
**STEP 4**

**Creating Boards**

1. Open your Pinterest account.

2. Insert your board/category name.

3. Then, click the ‘Create Board’ button.

**STEP 5**

**Pinning**

1. Go to the website you would like to pin/share.

2. Then, click the ‘Pin It’ button at your bookmark toolbar.
Click at the 'Pin It' button.

Choose the representative image of the website you want to pin.

Insert the description.

Choose your board.

Click at the ‘Pin It’ button.
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Now, the website you have pinned has been inserted into your Pinterest account.

Click these buttons to see your pin and share your pin on Facebook and Twitter.
STEP 6  Searching & Pinning

Choose your interest/categories.
Choose and click at the pin image/information you like.
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3. Click at the ‘Follow’ button if you would like to follows this users’ pins.

4. Click ‘Repin’.

5. Add your comment here.

6. Share this pin.

7. Choose your board.

8. Then, click ‘Pin It’ button.
These are the pins you have pinned.
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WHAT IS MARKUP?

Markup lets you draw on any webpage with a variety of tools to express your thoughts, make a point or just simply edit.

(Source: http://markup.io/)

BENEFITS OF MARKUP

The following are some benefits of Markup:

- Draw on any webpage with Markup.
- No need to download.
- Edit by making shape using Markup magic marker.
- Write with the text tool.
- Publish to share your ideas.

(Source: http://markup.io/)
GET STARTED WITH MARKUP

STEP 1  Go to: http://www.scrible.com/#desktop

STEP 2  Bookmarklet

Now, you have installed your Markup bookmarklet at your bookmark toolbar.

Drag this icon onto your bookmark’s toolbar.
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STEP 3

Markup Toolbar

(a) Shape/magic marker

1. Open any webpage.
2. Click at your ‘Markup’ bookmarklet.
3. Choose any shape/marker magic to annotate your webpage.
4. This is an example of your annotation.
(b) Adding text

Click at this icon.

This is an example of the text added. You can move and resize the text.

(c) Publishing

Click at the 'PUBLISH' button.
Then, you need to slide this button to publish.

Copy the URL given and share the page you have annotated with others.
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WHAT IS WEBKLIPPER?

WebkliPPer gives users an easier way to share websites and stories. They can ‘klip’ the desired site, and include a personal note to highlight some aspect of the content or share an amusing thought about it. Each user’s klips are stored so they can access past websites.

(Source: http://webklipper.appappeal.com/)

BENEFITS OF WEBKLIPPER

The following are some benefits of WebkliPPer:

- Klip a website.
- Share their klips with a note elaborating on why the site was significant.
- Review past klips for quick reference later.
- Create a website quickly and easily.
- Use the WebKlipper plugin for FireFox, Google Chrome, or Internet Explorer.

(Source: http://webklipper.appappeal.com/)
GET STARTED WITH WEBKLIPPER

STEP 1

Go to: http://webklipper.com/

STEP 2

Using Webklipper

Click this button to start using Webklipper.
Then click the ‘Start using WebkliPPer now’ button.

Create at the ‘+Create Klip’ tab.

Choose the format of document you want to klip.

Then click the ‘Submit’ button.

If you choose webpage, insert the URL address here.
If you choose ‘PDF’, ‘Image’, and ‘Text file’ you can upload the file from your PC or insert the URL address of the file. Then click the ‘Submit’ button.

**STEP 3**

**Webclipper Toolbar**

- Click at ‘add new’ to add comment.
- Click on to use highlighter.
- Insert shape
- Share your annotation.

Sign-in to save this clip to your account.
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